Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Experimental aerosol research dates back more than 100 years ago, when John Aitken built a device to count dust particles in the air^[@CR1]^. He discovered that several meteorological phenomena (coloring of the sky, transparency, visibility) depend on the concentration of these particles and vice versa (e.g. amount of dust and the direction of wind)^[@CR2]^. Since then the study of small airborne particles, so called aerosol particles, evolved quickly to an own interdisciplinary research subject that led to numerous discoveries in fundamental physics and revealed important insights to health and climate effects. Nowadays we are more aware of the consequences of particulate air pollution on our health^[@CR3]^ or the impact of cloud microphysics on our weather and climate^[@CR4]^. Still, one of the largest uncertainties in climate modeling depicts the aerosol contribution to the radiative forcing^[@CR5],[@CR6]^. Especially, surface properties and structure of nanoparticles play an important role for the formation of clouds and ice^[@CR7]^ and may thus significantly impact climate. For this reason, a lot of effort in current aerosol research is put into the evaluation of surface properties and structural information of nanoparticles.

Recent instrumental developments made it possible to measure physical and chemical properties of airborne particles of nearly arbitrary small sizes. Well-established techniques like condensation particle counters (CPC), similar to the Aitken dust particle counter, can nowadays detect aerosol particles as small as \~1 nm^[@CR8]--[@CR10]^. Similarly, particle size distribution measurements by differential or scanning mobility particle sizers (DMPS or SMPS) have been extended to molecular dimensions^[@CR11]--[@CR13]^.

Despite their great contributions to the understanding of aerosol dynamics, a common drawback of these techniques is that they remove the aerosol particles from their original environment. Thereby particle properties may be changed by the measurement system. Especially nanoparticles formed by gas-to-particle conversion might be strongly affected by the measurement systems since the gas surrounding the particles has a direct influence on their formation. This problem becomes evident in a differential mobility analyzer (DMA) where the parent gas phase of newly formed nanoparticles is replaced by the sheath air. In order to allow proper size analysis in a DMA, particles must also be electrically charged beforehand, which may add contaminants to the particles under investigation. In addition, the electrical mobility distribution contains neither information about the structure of the particles (spheres, rods, aggregates, etc.) nor on the surface properties. The situation is even more dramatic in mass spectrometers, where nanoparticles or their constituents are exposed to high vacuum. The remaining signal is far from giving a complete picture of nanoparticle composition. Furthermore, a large fraction of nanoparticles gets lost, e.g., by wall collisions inside the instruments, which may affect the measured size distribution and concentration^[@CR14]^. Currently, such instrumental effects on nanoparticles are insufficiently characterized and not well understood. Thus, new ways of nanoparticle analysis are desirable, allowing in-situ characterization of size and shape without the need to condition particles for measurement purposes.

Small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) is capable of measuring in-situ structure and size of particles in the nanometer range^[@CR15]--[@CR17]^. SAXS is a well-established technique in material science or in biochemical process analysis^[@CR18]--[@CR21]^. The availability of high-intensity X-ray beams at synchrotrons made it possible to measure aerosol particles directly in the gas phase^[@CR22]--[@CR24]^.

While previous SAXS studies on aerosols were performed at low pressures or particle concentrations oftentimes exceeding 10^12^ cm^−3^, we aim for conditions with ambient pressure and particle concentrations well below 10^7^ cm^−3^. Such conditions allow in situ SAXS and DMPS measurements, respectively, in parallel. While these settings correspond to the upper concentration limit of conventional aerosol techniques, the low volume fraction of the nanoparticles coincides with the lower detection limit of synchrotron-based SAXS. The purpose of this study is to close the gap in the measurement range of these techniques. Therefore, we designed a measurement system consisting of a flow reactor that can be placed directly in the SAXS beam and measure in parallel with conventional aerosol analyzers.

Results {#Sec2}
=======

Experimental procedure {#Sec3}
----------------------

Aerosol flow reactors are a widely used tool in aerosol science to study dynamical effects of aerosols within the range of ambient conditions^[@CR25]--[@CR27]^. Figure [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} illustrates a schematic of the flow tube setup used in this study. Further details on the setup are described in the Methods section. The SAXS experiments were conducted at the Austrian SAXS beamline at ELETTRA, Trieste, Italy^[@CR28]^ and at the ID02 beamline at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF), Grenoble, France^[@CR29]^.Fig. 1Schematic drawing of the flow tube reactor at the SAXS beamline. Either particle-laden air from the aerosol generator or pure air is injected through the moveable inlet into the inner flow tube. The sheath air system and the conductive Kapton are precautions against particle deposition on the windows. The particles are measured on the one hand with the SAXS system and on the other hand with conventional aerosol measurement techniques (DMPS and TEM) after core sampling

An important parameter for SAXS is the scattering angle *θ*, which is related to the length of the scattering vector via $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$q = \left| {\vec q} \right| = (4\pi /\lambda ){\mathrm{sin}}(\theta /2)$$\end{document}$, where *λ* is the wavelength^[@CR30],[@CR31]^. The data reduction was done by the freely available software of the beamlines. The two-dimensional data were circularly averaged to convert them into one-dimensional scattering curves. Further data analysis, i.e. background subtraction and curve fitting, was carried out with the software package Igor Pro and the use of the macro package IRENA^[@CR32]^.

Reduction of SAXS background {#Sec4}
----------------------------

A critical step in our SAXS analysis is the extraction of the actual scattering signal from background effects evolving from the system or the surrounding gas. Since the scattering contrast of our sample is close to the limit of detection we designed a differential background subtraction (DBS) method where SAXS signals were acquired alternatingly from the aerosol and particle-free carrier gas, respectively. In our setup, several issues of background effects were addressed, some of which are discussed in the Supplementary Methods. The most important advances, the DBS method and the use of helium as carrier gas, are discussed below.

The idea behind the DBS method is to acquire a background before and after each measurement with particle-laden air, average them, and take it as background for the data. This procedure provides a certain stability against deposition and beam fluctuations (see SI for more information). Figure [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"} illustrates the switching cycle between particle-free gas (pure gas) and particle-laden gas (aerosol) for background and particle measurements, respectively. The switching module was synchronized with the SAXS acquisition system. We introduced a seven-step cycle to provide enough time for the particle concentration to build up and to flush the flow tube. After the first background with pure gas only, the switching module injects particles into the flow tube. Following the particle concentration build-up phase, two time steps with full particle concentration are allocated for SAXS particle measurements. Then the switching module again flushes the flow tube with pure gas to get rid of the particles for two time steps. The last step of the routine is another background, which will be averaged with the first background. This cycle is repeated several times to provide reasonable statistical validation.Fig. 2The seven-step procedure of the differential background subtraction method. The upper graph shows the switching cycle between pure gas (zero in the diagram) and particle-laden gas (one in the diagram) of the switching module. The lower diagram displays the theoretically expected relative particle concentration in the flow tube. Since it takes longer to diminish the particle concentration in the flow tube by flushing with pure gas, the decrease phase was scheduled with two time steps. The different phases are marked in the upper section. The time steps with full particle concentration are reserved for the actual SAXS measurements

In order to minimize scattering effects of the carrier gas common air was replaced by helium. Helium is a noble gas and has only two electrons per atom, which gives a very low electron density compared to air thus reducing the background considerably. The real part scattering length density (SLD) (a measure for the electron density of the material) ratio of air to helium is about 15:2 under normal temperature and pressure conditions. Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} illustrates a comparison between air and helium background taken at the SAXS beamline at ELETTRA. Especially in the high *q*-range the difference is about one order of magnitude in scattering intensity. Therefore, the Kapton peak (between *q* = 3 and 5 nm^−1^) is clearly visible in helium. In the low *q*-range the scattering of the Kapton windows is the limiting factor. Importantly, the helium flow is under ambient pressure and conventional aerosol instruments were used for reference measurements. Aerosol studies with a DMPS in ambient pressurized helium were already successfully conducted^[@CR33]^. The DMPS system was thoroughly tested and characterized with helium in the lab.Fig. 3Comparison of the raw SAXS signal of pure air and helium measured at ELETTRA. The background for helium is lower due to its lower electron density. In the low *q*-limit the scattering of the conductive Kapton is prevailing. In the intermediate and high *q*-range the signal from helium is about one order of magnitude lower than that of air. Thus, in the high *q*-range the Kapton peak is much more pronounced with helium

SAXS results {#Sec5}
------------

Based on these two important advances, it was possible to gather SAXS signals at ESRF from tungsten blue oxide^[@CR34]^ nanoparticles in helium, which are displayed in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}. The intensity of the scattering curve was calibrated with water^[@CR35]^ and scaled to the diameter of the flow tube resulting in an absolute intensity scale in cm^−1^. The black dots represent the data resulting from the DBS averaging and the red curve a unified fit according to Beaucage^[@CR36],[@CR37]^ which is discussed in detail in the Methods section. The fit here is a two-level Beaucage fit, where the first level represents the primary particles and the second level the aggregates. As described in the paper about mass-fractral aggregate SAXS measurements^[@CR38]^, it is possible to measure directly the fractal dimension of aggregates with SAXS, which corresponds to the power-law regime slope $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$z = \frac{{M_2}}{{M_1}}$$\end{document}$ with the fractal dimension *d*~f~ as exponent (described in detail in the Methods section). The fit parameters of both levels are displayed in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, the resulting parameters for the primary particles in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}, and the results for the aggregates in Table [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"}. To get a stable fit, the fractal dimension of the aggregates was fitted beforehand and fixed to *d*~f,2~ = 1.9.Fig. 4SAXS curve of tungsten blue oxide particles in helium measured at ESRF. The signal is derived by averaging the SAXS curves after applying the differential background subtraction (DBS). A unified two-level Beaucage fit (red line) nicely reproduces the shape of the SAXS curve. The coefficients of the fit are reported in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}. Additionally the position of structural levels 1 and 2 are indicated in the graph as wellTable 1Coefficients of the two-level unified fit of Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}Level*G* \[cm^−1^\]*R*~g~ \[nm\]*BP* or *d*~f~11.57e−05 ± 4.43e−082.92 ± 0.0035.25e−11 ± 2.48e−134.0 (fixed)Background 1.5e−07 (fixed)21.31e−03 ± 1.34e−0528.11 ± 0.234.65e−08 ± 1.07e−101.9 (fixed)RgCO = 50\[A\]Table 2Results of the size distribution analysis using unified fit results of level 1PDI*m* \[nm\]〈*R*〉 \[nm\]*σ*1.5092.973.020.185Table 3Results of the branched mass-fractal analysis using unified fit results of both levels*zd* ~min~*cϕ* ~Br~83.81.5431.2310.565

From the first level of the unified fit it is possible to directly calculate the polydispersity index (PDI) resulting in the momenta of a log-normal distribution for the primary particles^[@CR39]^ as described in detail in the Methods section. The first level radius of gyration *R*~g,1~ = 2.92 nm and the other parameters result in a PDI = 1.51, a mean radius of *r*~prim~ = 3.02 nm and a standard deviation of *σ* = 0.19. The primary particles have therefore a diameter around *d*~prim~ = 6.04 nm. Together with the second level, the mass ratio of aggregates to primary particles $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$z = \frac{{M_2}}{{M_1}}$$\end{document}$ is calculated, which can be seen as number of primary particles per aggregate. In our case there are in average about *z* = 83.8 primary particles per aggregate. The scaling law for mass-fractal aggregates gives then the average size of the aggregate with *R*~2~ = 31.1 nm and an average aggregate diameter of *D*~2~ = 62.2 nm. These results can be compared to images from a transmission electron microscope (TEM).

TEM results {#Sec6}
-----------

TEM samples were taken in parallel to the SAXS measurements. Two representative TEM images with different magnifications are shown in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} to emphasize primary particles and aggregates, respectively. The TEM images were acquired with a Philips CM200 TEM equipped with a Gatan Orius CCD camera. In the first image (higher magnification) the primary particles are clearly visible showing an almost spherical shape (smooth surface) with a mean diameter of about 5--6 nm. The second image (lower magnification) is more an overview over a larger area to illustrate the aggregates. Thereby it becomes clear that a two-dimensional projection of an aggregate cannot gather all the information of the three-dimensional structure. In addition, it is extremely challenging to get relevant statistical data from a TEM image since only a small region of the sample is depicted. However, the interpretation of the overview image makes the SAXS results plausible, which yielded an average number of primary particles per aggregate of *z* = 83.8 and an average aggregate size of *D*~2~ = 62.2 nm. The information resulting from the TEM images on the individual particles hence support the statistical results gathered with SAXS.Fig. 5TEM images with different magnification of tungsten blue oxide aggregates. TEM samples were taken in parallel to the SAXS measurements. The primary particles have a mean diameter of about 5--6 nm. From the second image (lower magnification) it is plausible that the aggregates consist in average of about 84 primary particles and have an average size of about 62 nm

Volume fraction analysis {#Sec7}
------------------------

Another important SAXS parameter, which can be utilized due to the absolute intensity calibration, is the Porod invariant *Q*^[@CR31]^. The Porod invariant is defined by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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DMPS results {#Sec8}
------------

Figure [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} shows the number size distribution measured with the DMPS system in helium. The distribution deviates from a log-normal distribution and is especially elevated for smaller particles. This indicates that the particles consist of aggregates and are formed by smaller particles. Several parameters of this number size distribution are determined. The mode of the distribution is at *D*~mode~ = 54.5 nm and the mean (mobility) diameter is determined to be 〈*D*〉 = 52.5 nm. The geometric standard deviation results in *σ*~geom~ = 1.88. In addition, the total concentration was calculated from the size distribution by integrating over *d*(ln *D*) and gives a concentration of 3.47 × 10^6^ cm^−3^. The volume fraction calculated from the distribution is *ϕ*~V~ = 6.46 × 10^−10^, which agrees very well with the volume fraction calculated with SAXS. The difference between the mean particle sizes of the DMPS and SAXS arises from the measurement approach. On the one hand, the diameter from a DMPS measurement is in principle the equivalent diameter of a sphere, which has the same electrical mobility as the particle. Mass-fractal aggregates, for example, can align with the air flow and might therefore appear smaller than determined from the scaling laws with SAXS. On the other hand, SAXS emphasizes the larger particles as explained in more detail in the Methods section.Fig. 6DMPS size distributions of tungsten blue oxide particles measured in helium. The shape of the curve does not follow a log-normal distribution, which indicates that the particles are aggregated. Several parameters can be derived from the distribution. The mode of the distribution is at *D*~mode~ = 54.5 nm and the mean (mobility) diameter is 〈*D*〉 = 52.5 nm. The geometric standard deviation result in *σ*~geom~ = 1.88 and the total concentration in *N*~conc~ = 3.47 × 10^6^ cm^−3^

Discussion {#Sec9}
==========

To conclude, our study proves that SAXS is suitable to characterize aerosolized nanoparticles even at volume fractions as low as \~10^−10^. We have succeeded in determining nanoparticle size and structure from complementary instruments and closed the experimental gap between conventional aerosol nanoparticle analyzers and SAXS. Here we presented in situ SAXS measurements of aerosol nanoparticles in the concentration range of about \~10^6^ cm^−3^. The experiments were conducted in a closed flow tube, which was operated under ambient pressure and room temperature. We managed to reduce particle deposition at the windows significantly by using a sheath air system and conductive Kapton as window material. The low scattering signal of the particles compared to the background was enhanced by using helium as carrier gas. For stability reasons the system was operated in a DBS mode. During the measurement series taken over the course of a day, the switching between particle-free background and particle-laden helium facilitates adjustments to small changes in the beam intensity. It was possible to deduce SAXS scattering curves by averaging for every step of the procedure. The SAXS analysis was done with a two-level unified Beaucage fit, which yielded parameters of the mass-fractal aggregates and from the primary particles. The mean primary particle diameter of about 6 nm and the fractal dimension *d*~f~ = 1.9 of the aggregates result in a mean size of the aggregates of about 62 nm. In comparison, the DMPS measurements can only resolve the aggregates yielding a mean particle (mobility) diameter of about 52 nm. TEM images of the tungsten blue oxide aggregates support the results and complete the picture. This demonstrates that a combination of techniques (SAXS, DMPS, TEM) is decisive to get a more complete understanding of nanoparticle properties.

In terms of the analysis of low-intensity SAXS signals the DBS method can be considered another significant step forward. It should be noted though that the reduction of background scattering by the use of helium and the DBS method were obligatory to achieve these results. For future investigations it is of importance to use window materials, which have a lower scattering background especially in the low *q*-range. In addition, high and extremely stable beam intensities as available from latest generation synchrotrons are crucial to resolve the ultra-low volume fraction nanoparticles. Eventually, with these advances our technique will allow in situ analysis of aerosol nanoparticles in air under real atmospheric conditions.

Methods {#Sec10}
=======

Aerosol flow reactor setup {#Sec11}
--------------------------

The setup, shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, consists of two concentrically located tubes. The inner tube with a diameter of 22 mm constitutes the actual reactor and is equipped with an inlet, which is placed at a distance *L* (about 7 cm) to the measurement point, where the SAXS beam enters the flow tube. The inlet of the flow tube is connected to a switching module, feeding alternatingly particle-laden gas and particle-free gas into the flow tube, respectively. As aerosol source a hot wire generator^[@CR41],[@CR42]^ with a tungsten wire was used. The outer flow tube with a diameter of 40 mm is connected to particle-free gas which is laminar superimposed with the inner flow about 1 cm before the measurement point. This is necessary to protect the Kapton windows from aerosol deposition. In addition, the 50-µm-thick aluminum-coated Kapton foil is electrically conductive to prevent particle deposition by electrostatic charging of the foil.

The SAXS beam enters the flow tube perpendicularly through the first Kapton window, with a diameter of 5 mm, gets scattered at the aerosol, and exits the flow tube via the second Kapton window, with a diameter of 16 mm. About 2 cm downstream of the SAXS measurement point particles are sampled with a centered stainless-steel tube and measured with a DMPS system. In addition, TEM samples are taken with a nanometer aerosol sampler (TSI 3089). These conventional aerosol techniques are for comparison purpose to the SAXS measurements. The remaining flow behind the core sampling is guided into the exhaust to keep the flow laminar inside the flow tube.

The flow tube is operated under standard laboratory conditions (ambient temperature around 25 °C and pressure of about 1 atm) at flow rates of about 3 lpm. Flow simulations of sheath air and core sampling were carried out and indicate laminar flow under regular operating conditions and therefore stable measurement conditions in the tube.

SAXS analysis of mass-fractal aggregates {#Sec12}
----------------------------------------

For dilute systems as in our case, SAXS is a challenging task to acquire good signal strength from the particles, especially in the high *q*-range. The scattering intensity in the high *q*-range is linked to the smaller particles, which have a lower signal. The SAXS signal is proportional to the volume squared and hence proportional to *R*^6^ for spherical particles. This imbalance in the weighting of the particle sizes makes it difficult to use direct fit function with certain predefined size distributions, since larger particles are always emphasized. This is especially true if the size distribution is rather broad and covers a large size range or consists of aggregates. A global scattering function utilizes general behaviors of SAXS curves and therefore includes the decline in the higher *q*-range. From the parameters of the global scattering function parameters of aggregates and a PDI can be derived, which can be linked to a particle size distribution for the primary particles.

In general, the SAXS spectrum can be divided into two regimes for each level, the power-law regime and the Guinier region. In the power-law regime in the higher *q*-range (*q* ≫ 1/*R*, with *R* as characteristic dimension of the particles) the particle surface scattering is the prevailing mechanism and the intensity can be described by a power law^[@CR38]^$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} {I\left( q \right) = Bq^{ - {{P}}},} \end{array}$$\end{document}$$where *B* is a constant prefactor and *P* the exponent. The power of *P* = 4 is only valid for smooth and sharp interfaces in the high *q*-range (Porod's regime), which is the case for the scattering function of the primary particles. The factor *B* contains the surface to volume ratio *S*/*V* of the particles. At the limit of the surface scattering, in the low *q*-range (*q* ≪ 1/*R*), the Guinier region is described by^[@CR30]^$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{array}{*{20}{c}} {I\left( q \right) = G\,{\mathrm{exp}}\left( { - \frac{{q^2R_{\mathrm{g}}^2}}{3}} \right),} \end{array}$$\end{document}$$where the factor *G* is proportional to the number density of the particles and the average squared volume. The radius of gyration *R*~g~ is a measurement for the average particle size and can be seen as the mass weighted root-mean-squared radius of the particle size distribution^[@CR43]^.

These two regions are combined in the global unified scattering function, often referred to as Beaucage function^[@CR36],[@CR37]^,$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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For the primary particles (parameters *G*~1~, *R*~g1~ and *B*~1~ with *P*~1~ = 4) a PDI is derived by$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The mass-fractal parameters are derived from a combination of the first- and second-level parameters^[@CR38]^. A mass-fractal has two distinct sizes, defined by the primary particles (*R*~1~) and the aggregates (*R*~2~). The relative size of the aggregate to the primary particles $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$z = \frac{{G_2}}{{G_1}}$$\end{document}$. Other parameters resulting of the combination of the two levels of the unified fit are the connectivity dimension *c* (also known as intrinsic dimension^[@CR48]^), the minimum dimension *d*~min~, and the number fraction of branches *ϕ*~Br~. These parameters are described in detail in the paper from Beaucage^[@CR38]^, but will not be discussed further here.
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